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We progressively invest in essentially
human spaces - the bathrooms.
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Collaboration with designers
VitrA works with acclaimed industrial 
designers from around the world. 
Not only does the collaboration with 
these top talents improve product 
functionality, but it also introduces an 
entirely original range.

High powered perfection
Seven cutting-edge factories and 
plants in Turkey and Russia, create 
sophisticated designs and maintain 
extremely high standards, whilst 
progressively reducing VitrA’s ecological 
footprint.

Technology lights up the future  
The VitrA Innovation Centre serves as 
the headquarters of the brand’s R&D 
activities with a strong engineering 
team, leading the bathroom industry 
with new solutions and technologies. 

A pledge to the future
VitrA embraces Blue Life, a set of 
guidelines devised to mitigate our 
impact on the environment, and is 
held as a production, design and 
management philosophy.

Improved personal hygiene 
VitrA’s continuous research into human 
health introduces new technologies 
for improved hygiene in the bathroom. 
These solutions raise the personal 
hygiene experience to a new level.

VitrA across the world 
Bathroom designs greet customers 
around the world through 2000 sales 
points in over 75 countries, including 
150 exclusive VitrA showrooms in 
Istanbul, London, Cologne, Moscow, 
Dubai, Mumbai, Delhi, and other major 
cities.

It’s all about inspiration
It all begins with questions posed by the 
design discipline to understand needs, 
desires and choices. Designed by VitrA, 
an extraordinary wealth of attractive 
combinations help satisfy these needs 
and desires.

The complete bathroom
Exploring physical and emotional needs, 
VitrA invests in design to produce every 
essential element in the bathroom. 
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V-Box
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VitrA designers and engineers always strive to design 
smarter and to provide sustainable solutions to connect 
you with your bathroom products.

One of these solutions is V-Box with its innovative 
concelead design, that combines intelligent technology 
with aesthetics. 

V-Box integrates 
design and 
functionality 
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Thermostatic Thermostatic

A42746EXP

A42669EXP

A42828EXP A42830EXP

A42694EXP

A42718EXP

Mechanic Mechanic

Multi-fit

AquaControlAquaControl
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V-Box provides more space for you in the shower by 
concealing the control unit in the wall. It is compatible 
with all concealed VitrA bath and shower mixers for a 
flawless operation. 

Once installed, you can quickly revamp or retrofit your 
bathroom to a new colour way, or design without the 
need of accessing the valve behind the wall. 

Technology that suits 
every taste
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V-Box comes with two outlets as standard for an 
overhead and hand shower. However, when used in 
conjunction with a compatible diverter you can have up 
to four water outlets. 

Because VitrA V-Box is compatible with all of the 
concealed mechanical, thermostatic and AquaControl 
mixers, you are free to choose a design that fits with 
your chosen aesthetic. 

Minimum effort, 
maximum comfort

Designs that suit 
your tastes 
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Technology that makes 
life in the bathroom 
more convenient: V-Box

 It allows for installation in brick walls with a 
minimum depth of 77 mm thanks to its brick-fit 
feature.

 It can tolerate installation errors of up to 7 degrees.

 Thanks to the innovative design, V-Box can be 
quickly and easily installed into concrete walls. 

 Maintenance of the V-Box does not require access 
to the body of the valve, making it quick and easy.

 It has a leak-proof body.

 The humidity protection of V-Box is reinforced 
by an additional water seal to ensure extra water 
protection.

 V-Box provides the opportunity to choose among 
different options.

  
 V-Box is silently operated, ensuring disruption is 

kept to a minimum. 

Leak-proof 
body

Adjustable 
installation

Brick-fit

Easy 
maintenance

Multi-fit
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Adjustable 
installation
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VitrA V-Box allows you to correct possible errors with 
post-installation adjustment of up to 7 degrees. 

V-Box has an installation depth of 77 mm and can 
be installed in concrete and brick walls. Instead of 
an apparatus for emptying the water, it has a test 
apparatus for cleaning the entire fitting, and installation 
is facilitated because it is possible to check for leaks.

Easy 
installation 
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VitrA’s V-Box compatible bath/shower mixers are available in a 
range of colours and finishes, so the choice is yours. Choose from 
chrome, gold, copper, brushed nickel or matt black.

A range
of colour alternatives 
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A range
of colour alternatives 

Showerhead
Copper 
A4574226EXP

Shower Set
Copper 

A4574326EXP

Built-in thermostatic bath mixer 
Copper 

A4269426EXP
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Showerhead
Matt black
A4574236EXP

Shower Set
Matt black

A4574336EXP

Built-in thermostatic bath mixer 
Matt black

A4269436EXP
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Showerhead
Gold
A4574223EXP

Shower Set
Gold

A4574323EXP

Built-in thermostatic bath mixer 
Gold

A4271823EXP
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Showerhead
Chrome
A45742EXP

Shower Set
Chrome

A45743EXP

Built-in thermostatic bath mixer 
Chrome

A42718EXP
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Showerhead
Brushed nickel
A4574234EXP

Shower Set
Brushed nickel
A4574334EXP

Built-in thermostatic bath mixer 
Brushed nickel
A4269434EXP
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AquaControl
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The AquaControl concealed mixers make it easy to 
control your showering system, with a simple push of a 
button.  It offers a comfortable and pleasurable shower 
experience with water that comes from both the hand 
shower and the showerhead, at the same time. 

The smart button that 
makes life easier

Comfort 
control 
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You are always in control in the shower, even with your 
eyes closed, thanks to the indicator button that diverts 
the water to the shower head of your choosing. 

When you push a function button, it will pop out, so you 
know which setting it is in. Therefore, even if your eyes 
are closed due to shampoo foam, you can easily find 
the AquaControl’s diverter.

Effortless shower 
experience

Blind sight
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The thermostatic mixer has been developed to ensure 
constant water temperature - for a more pleasurable 
showering experience. The technology controls 
fluctuations in water pressure and temperature to ensure 
your shower experience is uninterrupted. 

Enjoy your shower 
with constant 
water temperature 

SafeTemp Constant 
temperature
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V-Box thermostatic bath and 
shower mixers combinations
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Showerhead
Chrome
A45707EXP

Built-in shower mixer
Chrome
A42751EXP
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Showerhead
Chrome
A45742EXP

Built-in thermostatic bath mixer 
Chrome
A42694EXP

Spout
Chrome
A42720EXP
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Showerhead
Chrome
A45712

Shower Set
Chrome

A45630EXP

Built-in thermostatic bath mixer 
Chrome

A42668EXP
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Showerhead
Chrome
A45646EXP

Water jet
Chrome

A45522EXP

Shower Set
Chrome

A45627EXP

Diverter
Chrome

A42696EXP

Built-in Thermostatic Bath/
Shower Mixer

Chrome
A42694EXP

Spout
Chrome

A42625EXP
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The details that
make V-Box perfect

Package contents: 
A built-in section for anchorage, 

leak prevention and sound 
insulation.
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The details that
make V-Box perfect

Brick-fit Multi-fit Easy 
maintenance

Leak-proof 
body

Blind sight Adjustable 
installation

Seal
fleece

Prevents leaks, 
vibration and 

noise

Internal sound 
absorber

Internal 
check valves

Openings on the outside for 
adjusting the concealed deviceDrywall anchorage 

apparatus

Back-flow
protection

section

Connection seal 
element for above 

and below the plaster
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VitrA Turkey
Büyükdere Cad. Ali Kaya Sok. No: 5
Levent 34394 İstanbul, Turkey
Phone: +(90 212) 350 80 00
Fax: +(90 212) 350 84 45
www.vitra.com.tr

VitrA UK
Park 34 Collet Way,
Didcot Oxon Ox11 7WB, UK
Phone: +(44 1235) 750 990
Fax: +(44 1235) 750 985
www.vitra.co.uk

VitrA Germany 
Agrippinawerft 24,
50678 Cologne, Germany
Phone: +49 (0) 221 / 27 73 68-0
Fax: +49 (0) 221 / 27 73 68-500
www.vitra-bad.de

VitrA France
Z.I. Le Poirier - CS 80019
F - 28132 Nogent Le Roi  CEDEX, France
Phone: +33 (0) 2 37 38 69 92 
Fax: +33 (0)2 37 51 43 94
france.vitrabathrooms.com

VitrA Italy
Viale San Pietro 83
41049 Sassuolo (MO), Italy
Phone: +39 0536 1818100
italy.vitrabathrooms.com

VitrA UAE
2020 Building – Al Quoz 3 Plot 27 
Showroom No: 7 Sheikh Zayed Road –
Dubai/UAE
Phone: +971 (4) 547 8045
www.vitraglobal.com

VitrA India
F-001, F-002, F-003, 1st Floor 106,
Vikas Centre, S V Road,
Santacruz (West), Mumbai - 400054
Phone: +(91) 22-6708 5000
www.vitra-india.com

VitrA Russia
9, Varshavskoe Highway, Bldg.1
Danilovskaya Manufactory
Block ‘Sitsevy’, 4 Entr. , 1st Floor
Moscow 117105 Russia
Phone: +7 (495) 221 76 11 (ext. 1101) 
www.vitra-russia.ru

VitrA International
Büyükdere Cad. Ali Kaya Sok. No: 5
Levent 34394 İstanbul, Turkey
Phone: +(90 212) 350 80 00
Fax: +(90 212) 350 84 45
www.vitraglobal.com
export@vitra.com.tr






